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Research
the ideal balance of nature and science is not achieved by guesswork. that’s why Shaklee has spent millions in clinical 
research. We’re committed to bringing you the very best of nature and science.

Skin Care Product Clinical Results*

enfuselle products have been clinically tested at the independent laboratories of the California Skin research institute for safety 
and performance.

Enfuselle Time Repair A.M.® SPF 15
Dramatically improves the skin by increasing skin resilience, reducing the appearance of fine lines and 
wrinkles, and significantly improving other critical properties of all skin types

Enfuselle C+E Repair P.M.®

Dramatically increases skin resilience, reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, and 
significantly improves other critical properties of all skin types.

Enfuselle Eye Treatment
Dramatically improves the texture and resilience of eye-area skin.

Enfuselle Moisturizer
Dramatically increases skin resilience and reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, and 
significantly improves other critical properties of the skin. hair Care product Clinical results

Antioxidant Clinical Results*

Enfuselle Vital Repair+
enfuselle Vital repair+ exhibits significant antioxidant activity in cell cultures of human skin cells 
exposed to ultraviolet (uV) light.

Vital Repair+ in Enfuselle Formulations Provides Antioxidant Activity
antioxidant activity of Vital repair+tm from enfuselle Formulations When applied to human Skin.

Sunscreen Clinical Results*

Enfuselle products containing sunscreen agents provide broad-spectrum protection 
against UV light
Broad-spectrum protection provided by enfuselle products Containing Sunscreen agents.

*Some of the Enfuselle clinical studies utilized contralateral (half-face) studies. Bioinstruments were used to objectively measure the depth of fine lines and wrinkles on one side of the 
face where Enfuselle was being applied and compared these results to the control side where no skin care products or make up were used. The results of the tests, due in part to the 
rapidly changing climate conditions, were extraordinary: Where no skin care or cosmetic products were used, the visible signs of aging became measurably deeper, while the skin treated 
with Enfuselle products steadily improved. In addition to bioinstrumentation, subjects completed a detailed questionnaire following the tests subjectively rating the products’ results.


